
IMS Lite



Why take classification photos with the help of IMS Lite?
Google Street View or other sources are updated every few years or months and at some places 
they are not even available. But almost everyone has a smartphone in their pocket, which offers 
accurate geo location and taking quality photos. IMS Lite offers a very convenient way to quickly 
create classification photos, without the need to sort the photos taken in any way and without the 
need to upload them later after transferring them manually to a PC. The user only comes to the 
frame site at a sufficient distance, takes photos, which are automatically uploaded to the right place 
(to the correct frame ID) and later only confirms their correctness. Everything done quickly and 
online.

What is IMS Lite?
IMS Lite is a pocket inventory solution. A mobile web application, especially useful for real time 
photo upload to the full IMS, in cases, where Google or other street map sources are old or non-
existent. IMS Lite can be used to upload classification or presentation photos directly on site. 
Images collected on site are stored in a frame image repository. Users can then log in to the full 
IMS and confirm/deactivate the new photos. An automated classification process is based on 
image coordinates. Classification images within the maximum visibility distance are affecting link 
level visibility. Methodology and results are the same as by using calibrated cameras or Google 
Street View. Other use cases include: added control, cleaning and maintenance, damage reporting, 
presentation photo collection etc. IMS Lite displays content specific to each individual media 
owner.



How to take classification 
photos using IMS Lite



As a first step, please have your 
location services turned ON on your 
smartphone, as well as Wi-Fi and 
Cellular connection. Make sure you are 
connected to the internet and your 
camera application is allowed to save 
location information to your photos.



Then, visit the frame site, where you 
want to take photos.

Please make sure you are not using “high efficiency” photo 
format available on iPhone 7 and later models.

Go to Settings > Camera.
Tap Formats.
Tap Most Compatible.



Once you are on site, open one of those two links in your 
browser:

Test version: https://www.oohims.com/imsliteuktest/
Live version: https://www.oohims.com/imsliteuk

Tap “Login”.

It’s important not to mix test and live versions, as they are 
connected to different databases and different IMS applications 
– IMS TEST and IMS PROD respectively.

https://www.oohims.com/imsliteuktest/
https://www.oohims.com/imsliteuk


Enter your credentials.

Tap “Login”.



Select your frame identifier and enter it below.

Tap “Search”.



Tap on “Detail”.



Alternatively, click on the map icon 
and search for your frame directly 
on the map.

Tap frame icon and then tap on 
“Open details”.



Once frame detail opens, you can 
decide to take/upload either a 
classification photo or presentation 
photo. 

Next steps will show you how to 
save classification photo, which 
indicates the point of maximum 
visible distance.



Press Home button or use Home 
gesture on your device to get back 
to main menu and open your 
camera app.

Make sure the camera app can take 
pictures with coordinates. On an 
iPhone, the default application 
works fine.



Take your classification photo. 

Make sure you let the phone catch 
GPS signal for a few seconds before 
taking the photo - if you have just 
taken it out of your pocket or bag.



Go back to your browser, where you 
have IMS Lite open, and click on 
“Browse photo files to upload” in 
the Classification photos section.



Click on “Photo Library” or 
“Browse” and select the photo you 
have just taken in your phone.

*Note: It seems you could take photos directly using 
“Take Photo or Video” in this menu, but for now this 
function does not reliably produce photos with 
coordinates on all phones and in all browsers and is 
subject to testing.



Select “Actual size” if your phone 
gives you this option.



Tap on “Upload all” once you select 
all pictures you have taken and your 
photos will upload.

If you get errors like below, please 
try to wait a couple of seconds 
before you start taking photos, so 
your phone can catch better GPS 
signal, or move closer to the frame 
and then take the photo again. Also 
ensure again, that your location 
services are on.



Once you take & upload all of your photos, go back home or to your office, where you have access to your laptop 
or desktop computer.



Once you are back at your computer, open this link in your 
browser: https://www.oohims.com/ukdev/

Enter the same login you 
used for IMS Lite.

https://www.oohims.com/ukdev/


Search for the frame you took 
pictures for earlier and open 
frame detail.

Select file File not selected



In frame detail, you can see:

- Yellow highlighted 
classification photos, informing 
you, that those are not used for 
classification yet in current 
status

- Labels in the top left corner of 
pictures, informing you about 
source (IMS Lite, Google, L&B 
etc..)

Your new IMS Lite photos will 
be yellow and they will always 
have the label “IMS Lite”



To activate your new photos, 
go to edit mode by clicking on 
the “+” sign next to the status 
you wish to edit and click on 
“To 1”.
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Your classification photo turns green 
and displays “Classification: YES”. You 
can now see on the map how the 
photo affects cone of vision. 

- If you like the result, you just save a 
new status as usual, using the save 
button in the top right corner

- If you don´t like the result, you can 
deactivate the photo by clicking 
“Deactivate”

- If your photo is not in the cone of 
vision of the frame, it remains red 
and displays “Classification: NO”. Such 
photo cannot be used for 
classification



There is a new query in IMS, 
which filters out all frames 
with new classification 
photos taken by IMS Lite, 
which should be reviewed.



How to take presentation 
photos using IMS Lite



The procedure is exactly the same 
as by classification photos - you 
just upload your photos in 
different section.

IMS Lite will remind you, if the 
photo is too far from the frame.



Your presentation photo will be 
saved and there are no additional 
steps you need to do in IMS on 
your computer, because 
presentation photos do not affect 
visibility.

They are labelled “IMS Lite” in top 
left corner.

You can always review/delete 
them, if necessary.


